Job Descriptions
Cashier – Responsible for scanning items and taking money in the form of cash, check, or credit
card. Gives change and balances drawer at the end of the shift. Must be able to be on feet for
long periods of time and be friendly and courteous to customers. Hourly wage $8.00.
Bagger – Put purchased items into bags for customers and sometimes carry those bags out to
the customer’s car. Be quick and careful, making sure to pack bags to maximize space without
overloading or smashing items. Also be able to stand for long periods of time, walk out to cars
with bags, lift 30 pounds, be friendly and courteous to customers. Retrieve carts from parking
lot. Hourly wage $7.50.
Stocker – Restock shelves and/or bins with items in a neat and orderly manner. Help customers
in finding items in a friendly and courteous manner. Be able to lift 50 pounds and move and
open boxes. Retrieve carts from parking lot. Hourly wage $7.50.
Custodian – Assist in keeping the store clean, neat and hazard-free for customers and
employees. Be able to use custodial equipment including industrial vacuum and tile cleaning
machines. Hourly wage $8.00.
Customer Service Desk – Be friendly and kind to customers while helping them with special
requests or answering questions. Responsible for scanning items and taking money in the form
of cash, check, or credit card. Gives change and balances drawer at the end of the shift.
Manage customer complaints with professionalism. Be able to stand for long periods of time.
Hourly wage $8.25.
Food Counter – Greet customers in a friendly manner, ask them what items they would like to
purchase and package those selections quickly and in a neat and appealing manner. Must have
current food handlers permit and follow all sanitary and food safety guidelines. Be able to
stand for long periods of time. Hourly wage $7.75.

